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reserved. Chevrolet is the auto equivalent of a gene-boosted steroid-pumped feline. The
ferocious cat was groomed by Swiss born racing driver Louis Chevrolet and business whiz
Buick resurrector and former GM head William Durant, as a joint venture that started in Shortly
after Durant was forced out of GM, he partnered with Chevrolet, whom he had previously
employed at his Buick racing team, to regain the popularity he had lost. There are several
hypotheses as to how the logo design came to be, two of them being the closest to unanimous
acceptance. No matter how it originated, the golden Chevy logo persisted. In fact, the brand
grew at such a fast pace that it allowed Durant to regain ownership of GM in After having
become wealthy enough, Durant bought a smashing Soon after the takeover, Chevrolet was
absorbed into GM, becoming a separate division. Having gained even more strength after the
merger, the newly formed entity was quick in starting off production and launched the model D
in The V8 35 hp engines fitted on these cars were replaced by smaller 6 cylinder ones, that
proved particularly successful on commercial vehicles. The American producer continued its
successful innovations streak by introducing the Powerglide transmission in , becoming the
first low-price competitor to equip its vehicles with automatic shifting. Shortly after the
introduction of the fully automatic transmission, the legendary Corvette was born. The Vette
had such a good reception that it remained the longest running Chevy model in the brand's
history, having also been the first American sports car to enter mass production. The Vette also
premiered the usage of lightweight construction materials for the car's body, like plastic, at that
time. Following the acclaim garnered by the Vette's release, Chevy launched several other
models, including the flashy Impala and the short lived air-cooled Corvair. During the 60's,
Chevy reached its sales peak with 3 cars out of any 10 sold in the US. However, before such a
performance was achieved, Chevy designed a new small-block V8 engine used to equip its '55
truck range. This particular engine made it till today, going through plenty of modifications in
the process ranging from lightweight, durable aluminum construction to ECU managed control
and modern fuel injection for better dosage and increased power. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
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Make a VIN Search. For more information go to The First generation of Chevrolet Aveo was
offered in different names in different markets. The Chevrolet Aveo was known for being a small
car that can only accommodate few passengers. In May , when the rugby season was about to
kick off, the British Division of the American automaker held a competition in which the rugby
team that can fit as many players a possible inside a Chevrolet Aveo will win a complete set of
new rugby equipment. With a score of 85 out of points, the Chevrolet Aveo was one of the top
performers in the supermini segment of the NCAP. The Chevrolet Aveo got scores of 95 and 87
percent for its adult and child occupant protection, respectively. Although it scored only 54
percent for pedestrian safety, the Chevrolet Aveo was still able to lead the segment when it
scored 93 percent from the tests. The name 'Sonic' was used only in the US, Canada, and
Mexico while the other cars produced for other markets remained Chevrolet Aveo models.
According to the automaker, the new name 'Sonic' represents youth and energy. In , the popular
TV advertisement for the Chevrolet Aveo featured a dancing robot that has transformed from a
car. The advertisement was a part of Chevrolet's 'Get Real' campaign that encourages
consumers to focus on the reality of everyday life and have a 'realistic' approach to buying a
car. It's been sold in a lot of different countries in different brands and names. Aimed at first
time car buyers, the Chevrolet Aveo was GM's lowest priced automobile when it went on sale in
November Aside from being affordable, the Aveo has also been admired for its practicality,
safety features, and its fuel economy. Unfortunately, some consumers have experienced
problems with the Chevrolet Aveo. Here are some of the problems that every car buyer needs to
take note of when buying a Chevrolet Aveo. Some consumers have experienced problems with
the Chevrolet Aveo's engine. The early models that were equipped with 1. This problem has
caused engine misfires to these models and replacing these defective valves usually solves the
problem. Leaking oil was also one of the problems encountered by consumers with the engine
of the Aveo's earlier models. The leak was caused by a defective drain plug that may cause
severe damage to the engine when the vehicle is driven with not enough oil. This problem can
be easily solved by replacing the faulty plugs. Some owners of the models of the Chevrolet
Aveo have also experienced problems with the car's fuel system. This problem was recalled for
certain models equipped with a 1. During a NCAP sever frontal crash test, the fuel line in the
engine compartment of a Chevrolet Aveo model developed a crack. The damaged caused by the
crash resulted to short circuits in the fuse block. The fuel pump kept running but fuel leaked out
from the fracture and onto the ground. This problem may cause fire when an actual crash
occurs and replacing the fuse block and installing a new section of fuel line may be the only
way to solve this problem. The Chevrolet Aveo has also been recalled for its seatbelt problems.
On certain models, the rear safety belt tends to get twisted causing the safety belt retractor to
go into lock in position in which the belt cannot be used. This problem can cause injury to the
seat occupant in case of a vehicle crash. I was driving last night when my Chevrolet Aveo's
dash lights didn't switch on. How can I fix this? If it's an electrical problem such as lights, the
first thing you must look out for is a blown fuse. Check the fuse for the dash lights or
instrument panel cluster if it's bad; it wouldn't hurt to inspect the other fuses as well. If they're
all fine or if replacing the blown fuses didn't help, test the dashboard light bulbs by taking out
the bulb and examining the filament for damage. If it looks charred or discolored, replace the
bulb with the exact same type of bulb; using a different one may cause further problems in the
future. When replacing with a new bulb, apply bulb grease on the new one to increase its
longevity. My Chevrolet Aveo's engine seems to be running more loudly and roughly than it
usually does. What could be causing this? A noisy engine can be caused by any of the several
factors: low oil level, excessive valve lash, or damaged components. First, check if the oil level
is indeed low using your Chevrolet Aveo's engine dipstick. If this is the case, add more oil until
the level is back up to the full mark. If your car's engine is still noisy, remove the valve cover
and check the valve lash. If there's too much space between the tips of the rocker arms and the
valve stems, these components can make noise, which would then result in further accelerated
wear. To measure and adjust the valve lash, slide a feeler gauge between the tip of the valve
stem and the rocker arm when the piston is positioned at the top center. You should take
different measurements when the engine is hot and when it is cold before you adjust them. I just
poured three oz. What is happening here? You probably put too much Freon. The belief that the
more Freon you add, the colder it will get is not true. Pouring excess amounts in your car's air
conditioning system can cause the compressor to fail and can waste fuel. It can also cause
higher pressures and make the air conditioner blow hot air. When installing a new compressor,
lubricate it with the right type of compressor oil to prevent any lubrication problems in the
future. My Chevrolet Aveo has a mileage of 75, miles, and it has been running great. However,
recently, after running for around 10 minutes, it slows down and barely accelerates. Any ideas
on what could be causing this and how I can fix it? When was the last time you replaced the oil

filter? It needs to be replaced every 5, miles or 6 months since it catches most of the dirt that
the oil carries while it lubricates your engine. Neglecting to replace this on schedule can badly
affect your Aveo's performance. If you haven't replaced it in the last 5, miles or if it is almost
time to change it again, do it now. If that doesn't help, check the fuel pump and replace if faulty.
This component might not be delivering enough fuel pressure and volume to the engine, which
can cause your car to not start or run properly. The first decade of the 20th century saw a rapid
increase in the price of petroleum products. The hulking gas guzzlers of the past suddenly
became too cost prohibitive and soon lost their appeal. The new norm dictated that cars be
small and economical. The Aveo was the first vehicle produced by Daewoo following its
bankruptcy and subsequent takeover by General Motors. The vehicle would eventually be
rebranded by GM and sold under the new name, Chevrolet Aveo. The first Chevy Aveo was
available as a Sedan or a Hatchback. The vehicles were initially powered by a horsepower 1.
Transmission options included a five-speed manual and a four-speed automatic. In , the sedan
received a facelift and other changes that included an updated instrument panel, interior styling
changes and equipment changes. In , additional safety features were added to the Aveo like
front airbags and side airbags. Other improvements added were improved suspension, cruise
control and optional alloy wheels. The engine was upgraded in , putting out horsepower and
again in with horsepower. Gears ratios were also changed for , allowing the engine to travel
farther with relatively fewer revolutions and increasing fuel efficiency. The Aveo was considered
adequate enough in most aspects. Handling was forgettable, engine power was just good
enough and the interior was bearable. All this was mostly due to the compromises made to
reach an affordable price. Despite these faults, the Aveo remained a popular option for
price-conscious buyers. Sales of the Aveo would soon fall, overtaken by other subcompact
vehicles. The sub-par performance of the Aveo convinced General Motors to scrap the line for
In its place was the new Chevrolet Sonic. The new compact car improves on many of the
weakest aspects of the while still remaining low-priced and economical. Since , this car has
been speeding down the road and gives the passengers and owners their desired comfort and
style. Although it's a great automobile, it's inevitable for it to experience problems. That's why
owners of the Chevrolet Aveo should take note of these common problems so that they'd know
what to do when they encounter them. A usual problem with the Chevrolet Aveo is its defective
instrumentation. If there's an inexact reading on the fuel gauge, the fuel level sender unit is
corroded. This suggests that the driver needs to get new Chevrolet Aveo parts, like a sender
unit. Before cleaning the sender, the gas tank must be drained. Minor problems can also lead to
a blinking check engine light, which must be reset by the technician. Another common problem
with the Aveo is the oil pressure gauge; hence, a regular check up must be done. Most vehicles
experience engine problems and the Chevrolet Aveo is not an exception to that. The early
models of the vehicle were built with 1. To solve this problem, the defective valves must be
replaced with new ones in order to maintain the good performance of the car. The leaking oil
problem is caused by a worn-out drain plug. But, this kind of problem can just be easily solved
by having it replaced with a new one. Take note that if the Aveo runs out of oil, it could lead to
crucial engine damage. Though these are considered minor issues, they could still jeopardize
the performance of the Chevrolet Aveo. The defective wheel bearings that are located in the rear
axle can lead to loud noises to come from the rear wheels. This can be a nuisance and can
affect the driving performance of the driver. When the bearing is replaced, take note that the
bearing seal may need to be changed as well. Transmission problems also occur and expert
mechanics recommend regular inspections of the transmission fluid. The first generation of
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